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Abstract 
We give elemental characterizations of strong primeness for Jordan algebras, pairs and triple 
systems. We use our characterization to study the transfer of strong primeness between 
a Jordan system and its local algebras and subquotients. 
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0. Introduction 
A ring R is called prime if it contains no nonzero ideals annihilating each other. It is 
easy to see that this is equivalent to the elemental condition that aRb = 0 implies 
a = 0 or b = 0 for all a, b E R. The analogous notion of primeness for Jordan algebras 
is much less satisfying, mainly due to the difficulty of building ideals. Unlike the 
associative case, primeness does not imply the absence of absolute zero divisors and 
therefore leads to the definition of strong primeness. An elemental characterization, 
analogous to the associative case, was given for linear Jordan algebras in [2], namely. 
u ll.h - - 0 implies a = 0 or b = 0. But this characterization does not carry over to 
quadratic Jordan algebras, as shown by the example of a field of characteristic two. 
Moreover, it involves the bilinear operators U,,, which do not enjoy the multiplicative 
properties of their quadratic counterparts. In this paper, we provide elemental 
characterizations of strong primeness for all three types of Jordan systems (algebras, 
triples and pairs) over an arbitrary ring of scalars in terms of the quadratic multiplica- 
tion operators, as follows: 
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~ A Jordan pair (V’, V-) is strongly prime if and only if QaQ( I/ T ) Qb = 0 implies 
a=Oorb=Oforalla,bEVf (Theoreml.lO); 
_ a Jordan algebra J is strongly prime if and only if U, U, U, = 0 implies a = 0 or 
b = 0 (Theorem 1.13); 
_ a Jordan triple system T is strongly prime if and only if PaPTPb = PoPTPTPb = 0 
implies a = 0 or b = 0 (Theorem 2.9). 
While the characterizations of strong primeness for pairs and algebras are formally 
the same (and indeed a Jordan algebra .Z is strongly prime if and only if the associated 
Jordan pair (J, J) is so), Jordan triple systems seem to behave differently. This is 
explained by the fact that a Jordan triple system T can be considered as a Jordan pair 
W = (T, T) with involution *, and then strong primeness of T becomes strong 
*-primeness of W, in exact analogy with the notion of primeness in the category of 
rings with involution. 
The proofs of the elemental characterizations are not elementary, since they make 
use of the structure theory of strongly prime Jordan pairs [3,4]: Every such pair is 
either of hermitian type, containing an ideal which is an ample subpair of a *-prime 
associative pair, or has a tight scalar extension which is simple and equals its socle. 
Accordingly, we prove the elemental characterization in these cases separately 
(Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9) and then use an up-and-down argument (Proposition 1.6) to 
settle the general case. The result for algebras follows easily from the one for pairs, 
while the proof for triple systems requires more effort. It reduces to the pair case by 
another up-and-down argument (Proposition 2.8) based on the usual dichotomy for 
strongly prime systems: Either the Jordan pair W = (T, T) is strongly prime, or 
W contains a strongly prime ideal I with I A I* = 0. 
In a final section we consider the local algebras [S] and subquotients [9] of Jordan 
systems. Using the elemental characterization we show that a Jordan algebra or pair is 
strongly prime if and only if all subquotients and local algebras are so (Theorem 3.2, 
Corollary 3.3). In the triple case the local algebras are either strongly prime or 
a subdirect product of two strongly prime algebras, and local algebras of the first type 
always exist (Theorem 3.5). 
All Jordan systems considered are modules over an arbitrary commutative ring of 
scalars. Our basic references regarding notation and terminology are [6] and [7]. 
1. Elemental primeness in Jordan pairs and algebras 
1.1. We begin dealing with Jordan pairs V = (I”, V-) with products QXy E I/“, for 
x E I/“, y E T/-“, which are linear in y and quadratic in x. Recall that V is nondegener- 
ate if it has no nonzero trivial elements; i.e., QX = 0 implies x = 0. Then any nonzero 
ideal I = (I+, I-) has If # 0 # I-, because Z inherits nondegeneracy from V by 
[7, 4.131. We also recall that an ideal Z is orthogonal to an ideal L in a Jordan pair, 
Z IL, if Q,.L-” = 0, for E = f . A Jordan pair is called prime when it has no nonzero 
orthogonal ideals, and strongly prime if it is prime and nondegenerate. Strong 
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primeness for a Jordan pair V is equivalent o the condition that I/ be nondegenerate 
and ideals satisfy the finite intersection property. 
1.2. Definition. Let I/ be a Jordan pair. An element a E V’” (E = ) ) is called quadrati- 
cally orthogonal (q-orthogonal for short) to b E V/“, written a] [b or a] [,b, when it is 
necessary to emphasize the dependence on V, if QnQv-SQb = 0. 
Note that for any pair of ideals I, L of a Jordan pair V orthogonality I _L L 
immediately implies that any a E I” is q-orthogonal to any b E L” (E = k). The 
converse is true when the pair is nondegenerate: If any element in I” is q-orthogonal to 
any element in L” (E = -k), then for any a E I”, b E L-“, x E I/-“, the element 
c = Q(Qnb)x has 
QcV-" = Q(Q&)Q,Q(Q&) V-” = Q(WQ(V-E)QWE) V-” = 0, 
which implies c = Q(Q,b)x = 0, hence QUb = 0 since V is nondegenerate. 
A Jordan pair V will be called elementally prime if neither V’ nor I/- contains 
nonzero elements a, b such that a is q-orthogonal to b. Thus by definition, V is 
elementally prime if and only if Vop = (V-, V’) is so. However, we will see later 
(Theorem 1.10) that in the presence of nondegeneracy, the above condition for E = + 
is sufficient for elemental primeness. 
It is immediate that any elementally prime Jordan pair is nondegenerate, so that the 
above remarks readily imply the following. 
1.3. Lemma. An elementally prime Jordan pair is strongly prime. 
Our aim is to prove the converse of the above result. We begin with the study of the 
transfer of elemental primeness between a Jordan pair and its nonzero ideals. 
Recall that a structural transformation (f,f*): U $ W between Jordan pairs is 
a pair of linear maps f: U + + W +, f *: W- + U- satisfying QfCx, =f Qxf * and 
QfatYj = f * Q, f for all x E U+ and y E W-. We will be mostly interested in the case 
where U and W are either V or Vop for some Jordan pair V and (f, f *) is built out of 
the inner structural transformations (Qx, Qx). 
1.4. Lemma. Let(f;f*):U* W be a structural transformation between nondegenerate 
Jordan pairs. Then 
(a) f = 0 implies f * = 0; 
(b) f QX = 0 implies f(x) = 0; 
(c) If f vanishes on a nonzero ideal I of U (f (I+) = 0) with f * (W -) c I- (e.g. iff is 
inner structural with a factor from I) then f = 0. 
Proof. (a) All f*(y) are trivial, Q f * (,,) = f *Q, f = 0, and hence 0 (this can also be 
obtained as a consequence of [9,1.10]). 
(b) f QX = 0 implies QfCx, = fQxf * = 0 and therefore f(x) = 0. 
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(c) For any x E U+, QfcX) IV =fQxf*(W-) c fQxZ- c f(1’) = 0, which implies 
f = 0 by nondegeneracy. 0 
1.5. Lemma. In a nondegenerate Jordan pair V, the relation u] [b (for a, b E V’) is 
symmetric in a and b, and implies 
Q,Q(V-“)b = Q&(V-&, b) = Q(a, b) = 0. 
Proof. Symmetry follows from Lemma 1.4(a) for (J;f*) = (QaQxQb, QbQxQa), where 
x E I/-“. If a] [b then QUQvmeb = 0 by Lemma 1.4(b) applied to (if*) = (QaQx, QxQa), 
for x E V-“. Hence 0 = Q.Q(V-“, V-‘)b = Q,D(V-“, b) I/-” gives QOD(VE, b) = 0. 
To finish the proof, we have Q(a, b) I/-” = 0 since {axb} is trivial for any x E I/-“: By 
the identity JP21 of [7], Q({axb}) = QllQxQb + QbQxQa + D(a, x)Q$(x, a) - 
Q(Q=Q,b, b) = 0 by symmetry and the equalities already proved. 0 
1.6. Proposition. Let V be a Jordan pair and I a nonzero ideal of V. 
(a) Zf a, b E I” is nondegenerate then a] [Ib implies a] [,b. Hence, if V is elementally 
prime so is I. 
(b) Conversely, if I is elementally prime and V is tight extension of I (in the sense that 
any nonzero ideal of V intersects I nontrivially) then V is elementally prime. Hence, if 
V is prime and I is elementally prime then V is elementally prime. 
Proof. (a) Possibly after replacing V by V Op we may assume E = -. Thus let a, b E I- 
satisfy QaQ(Z+)Q,,l+ = 0 and let x E I/+. By Lemma 1.4(c), applied to (f, f *) = 
(QIIQxQb, QbQXQa), to show f = 0 it is enough to prove that f (I+) = 0. Now for any 
YEI+, 
Q&'+ =QoQxQi,QyQbQxQaV+ = QaQxQbQyQJ+ 
= Qa( -QyQbQx + Q{xby} + Q(QxQt&Y) -k,bQy%x)Qb~' 
= QaQ~+Qd?xQb~+ + QaQr  &I+ + QoQr+,r+ &IS 
+ Qo’&,iS&&xQb~+, 
by the identity JP21 of [7]. Here the first three terms on the right-hand side vanish 
ShCe &&,I+ c I+ and a] [,b, and the last term vanishes similarly since 
Q,zDx,bQ,&xQti~+ c Q,Dx,bQyQbDx.bl+ = Qa&,bQyQbI’ 
= Qa(-Q&,x + Q(Y, {xby}))Qbl+ 
= QaQyQbDx,b~+ + QaQ(y, (xby})Q,~+ 
= CkSi!~+4?tJ+ + Q.&+,I+ QJ+ = 0. 
Here we used the identifies JPl, JP12, and again JPl. Since V is nondegenerate, 
f(y) = 0, as desired. 
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(b) First, V is nondegenerate. Indeed, if rad denotes the lower radical, then 0 = 
rad I = I nrad V [7,4.13] implies rad V = 0 by tightness. Also, as V is tight, 
primeness of Z implies primeness of V. Now let a, h E V” be q-orthogonal and 
y, z E I-“. Then the elements ai = Qayr hi = Qhz lie in I” and satisfy 
Qa,> QI ‘%,I-’ = QaQyQoQv-,QbQzQbV-E = 0. 
Elemental primeness of I implies that either QaZ-” = 0 or QhZ-’ = 0. From nondegen- 
eracy of V and [ 11, 1.71 it follows that a or b belongs to the annihilator of Z which is 
zero by primeness. 0 
1.7. Ample subpairs. The following lemma deals with Jordan pairs which are ample 
subpairs of associative pairs. Recall that given an associative pair R = (R+, R-), the 
underlying modules of R become a Jordan pair with quadratic operators QXy = xyx. 
where juxtaposition denotes the associative products in R. A polarized involution * of 
R is a pair of linear maps *: R” + R” of period two such that (xyz)* = z*x*y*. By an 
ample subpair of (R, *) we mean a pair V = (V +, V - ) of submodules V” c R” contain- 
ing all traces and contained in the symmetric elements, 
{x + x*: x E R”} C V” C {x: x = x*}, 
and with the property that 
.YV-~.X* c V” for any x E R”. 
It is easy to see that ample subpairs are Jordan subpairs of R, and that the traces and 
the symmetric elements form the smallest and the largest ample subpair, respectively. 
1.8. Lemma. Let R be an associative pair with polarized involution *. Zf an ample 
subpair V of (R, *) is strongly prime then it is elementally prime. 
Proof. By factoring out a maximal *-ideal of R intersecting V trivially we can assume 
that R is a +-tight cover of V, hence R is *-prime. 
Let0#a,b~V+.1fa][bthenQ,,,=0byLemma1.5.Foranyx~V~, 
(QAV-(Qd = 0. (1) 
Indeed, for any y E V-, (Q&)y(Qhx) = axaybxb = ax(Qa,hy)xb - axbyaxb = 
-uxbyaxb = -(Qa,hx)yaxb + bxayaxb = bxayaxb = Q,,QXQOy = 0 by Lemma 1.5. 
Next we claim that there exists x0 E I/- such that al = QaxO and bI = Qbxo are 
both # 0. Otherwise, V- = Ker Q0 u Ker Qb, which implies, since the latter are sub- 
modules, that either V’- = Ker Qa or V- = Ker Q,, contradicting the fact that V is 
nondegenerate. By (l), 
a, V-b, = 0. (2) 
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As above, we can find xi E V- such that a2 = Qo,xl # 0, b2 = Q6,x1 # 0. We claim 
that 
a2R-b2 = 0. (3) 
Indeed, for any YE R-, a2rb2 = alx,aIrb,xIb, = a,xI(a,rbI + (aIrb,)*)x,bI 
- a,xIbIr*aIx,bI = 0, because the first summand is al(Q,,(aIrbI + (a,rb,)*)) bI 
c al (QX, V +)b, (since V is an ample subpair) c a, V-b, = 0 by (2), while the second 
summand is zero by (2). But (3) contradicts the fact that R is *-prime, since it clearly 
implies that the nonzero *-ideals generated by a2 and b2 are orthogonal. The same 
argument works with + and - interchanged, so the proof is complete. 0 
1.9. Lemma. Any simple nondegenerate Jordan pair equal to its socle (equivalently, 
with dcc on principal inner ideals) is elementally prime. 
Proof. Let V be such a Jordan pair, let a, b E V” be q-orthogonal and assume b # 0. 
Since Vop satisfies the same hypotheses as V it is no restriction to assume e = + . It is 
known that V is von Neumann regular [8, Theorem 11. Hence b = e, can be 
completed to a nonzero idempotent e = (e,, e_) of V [7, 5.21. Denote 
V = V2 0 VI 0 V, the Peirce decomposition of V with respect o e. It is readily seen 
from Peirce multiplication rules [7, 5.43 that Q(V-) V: = V; @ V; @ Q(V;)V:. 
By [lo, 2.141 and simplicity, Vi =Q(V;)V: so that Q(V-)V; = V-. Also, 
V: = Q8+V = QbV-. Thus the condition a][b becomes 0 = QaQ(V-)Qt,V- 
= Q=Q(V-)V: = QnV- an implies a = 0 by nondegeneracy. 0 d 
1.10. Theorem. The following conditions on a Jordan pair V are equivalent. 
(i) V is strongly prime; 
(ii) V is elementally prime; 
(iii) V is nondegenerate and V+ contains no nonzero q-orthogonal elements; 
(v) V is nondegenerate and V- contains no nonzero q-orthogonal elements. 
Proof. (ii) =+- (i) is Lemma 1.3. 
(i) 3 (ii): By [3] and [4] either V has a tight scalar extension v which is simple with 
nonzero socle, or V has a nonzero ideal I which is an ample subpair of some 
associative pair R with polarized involution. Any V of the first kind is elementally 
prime, since a] [,b, a, b E V”, readily implies a] [fb, and therefore a = 0 or b = 0 by 
Lemma 1.9. If V is of the second kind then I is strongly prime by [ll], hence 
elementally prime by Lemma 1.8, which implies that V is elementally prime by 
Proposition 1.6(b). 
ii 3 iii is immediate since elemental primeness implies nondegeneracy by 
Le!n)ma ‘1.3’ 
(iii) * (i): If two ideals I, L of I/ are orthogonal then any element in I+ is q- 
orthogonal to any element in Lf, by Definition 1.2. Hence (iii) implies that either 
If = 0 or L+ = 0, and therefore Z = 0 or L = 0 by 1.1 since V is nondegenerate. 
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We have shown that (i)-(iii) are equivalent. Their equivalence with (iv) follows from 
the symmetry in + and - of(i) and (ii). 0 
1.11. We immediately get an analogue of Theorem 1.10 for Jordan algebras. As usual, 
the quadratic operators and squaring of a Jordan algebra J are denoted by U, and x2. 
Nondegeneracy, orthogonality of ideals and (strong) primeness for Jordan algebras 
are defined as for Jordan pairs, with obvious changes. Recall that any Jordan algebra 
J gives rise to the Jordan pair (J, J), with quadratic operators QX = U,, which is 
obviously nondegenerate if and only if J is so. 
Two elements a, b in Jordan algebra J are called q-orthogonal if U, U, U, = 0, i.e., if 
they are so in (J, J), and J is said to be elementally prime if J has no nonzero 
q-orthogonal elements, that is to say, if (J, J) is elementally prime. 
1.12. Lemma. A Jordan algebra J is strongly prime if and only if (J, J) is strongly 
prime. 
Proof. Let (J, J) be strongly prime. Then J cannot have two nonzero orthogonal 
ideals I, L for they would give rise to nonzero orthogonal ideals (I, I), (L, L) of (J, J). 
Thus J is prime. 
Conversely, assume that J is strongly prime. Since the lower radical of a Jordan 
algebra is hereditary [7,4.13,4.17], any tight unital hull J^ of J is strongly prime. Now 
($ i) is strongly prime by [7, 1.61, therefore (J, J) is strongly prime by [l l] since it is 
an ideal of (j, 7). 0 
Now Theorem 1.10, 1.11 and Lemma 1.12 yield: 
1.13. Theorem. A Jordan algebra is strongly prime if and only if it is elementally prime. 
2. Elemental primeness in Jordan triple systems 
2.1. Now we turn to the case of Jordan triple systems T which, compared to pairs and 
algebras, presents ome new features. We denote the quadratic operators in T by P,. 
Recall [7,1.13] that any Jordan triple system T gives rise to a Jordan pair W = (T, T) 
with quadratic operators QX = P, and involution * : W + W Op given by the identity 
map on T. This establishes an equivalence between the categories of Jordan triple 
systems and Jordan pairs with involution. Also, every Jordan pair V = (V’, V-) 
defines a polarized Jordan triple system V+ 0 I/-, and in this way the category of 
Jordan pairs is equivalent to that of polarized Jordan triple systems [7, 1.141. 
Depending on the context, one or the other point of view will be more convenient. It is 
clear that nondegeneracy is preserved under these equivalences. 
As expected, a Jordan triple system T is called strongly prime if it is nondegenerate, 
and has no nonzero orthogonal (or disjoint) ideals. Strong primeness of T is equiva- 
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lent to the condition that the Jordan pair W = (T, T) be strongly *-prime in the sense 
that it is nondegenerate and has no nonzero orthogonal x-ideals. Note, however, that 
W need not be prime. This happens, for instance, when T = I/+ @ V- is the polarized 
Jordan triple system of a strongly prime Jordan pair I/: According to the following 
lemma, T is strongly prime but (T, T) is the direct sum of the ideals I = (V+ @ 0, 
0 0 V-) and I*. 
2.2. Lemma. A Jodan pair V = ( V+, V-) is strongly prime if and only if the polarized 
Jordan triple system T = V ’ @ V _ is strongly prime. 
Proof. Let T be nondegenerate and let L be a nonzero ideal of T. It is easy to see that 
I = (L n V ‘, L n V -) is an ideal of V. Also, 1 # 0 for otherwise, by polarization of T, 
we would have Pr. I/-” c L n V” = 0 and thus L = 0 by nondegeneracy. Now it is 
clear that V prime implies T prime, and the converse holds as well because any ideal 
(I+, I-) of V gives rise to the polarized ideal If @ I- of T. 0 
2.3. Semi-ideals. Let W be a Jordan pair. A (+)-ideal of W is an inner ideal S c W + 
such that { W ’ W-S} + Q (W ‘) Q( W -)S G S. The notion of ( -)-ideal is analogous. 
Clearly, the +-part of an ideal of Wis a (+)-ideal. Conversely, it can be shown by 
a lengthy but straightforward calculation that (S, Q( W -)S) is an ideal whenever S is 
a (+)-ideal. When W = (T, T) for a Jordan triple system T, there is no need to 
distinguish between the two notions so we simply speak of semi-ideals. If(l+, I-) is an 
ideal of W then clearly I+ n I- and I+ + I- are ideals of T. 
2.4. Lemma. Let T be a nondegenerate Jordan triple system and W = (T, T). 
(a) W is prime if and only if T has no disjoint semi-ideals. 
(b) If T is prime but W is not then there exist nonzero ideals 1 of W with 1 n I* = 0. 
Hence, there exist polarized ideals L = I’ @ I- of T such that I+ and I- are 
semi-ideals of T. 
Proof. (a) Let Si (i = 1,2) be nonzero semi-ideals of T. Then Ii = (Si, PrSi) are 
nonzero ideals of W. Primeness of W implies I3 = 1, n I2 # 0, and by nondegeneracy 
of W and 1.1 we obtain 1: = S1 nSz # 0. The converse is clear since the +-parts of 
ideals in W are semi-ideals. 
(b) Since W is not prime then there exist nonzero ideals Ii (i = 1,2) of W such that 
I1 nl, = 0. Then II nl: and I, n 1; are disjoint *-ideals so one must be zero since 
W is *-prime. 0 
2.5. Definition. Let T be a Jordan triple system and a, b E T. We say that u is 
quadratically orthogonal in the triple sense (q2-orthogonal for short) to b and write 
a] 1 [b or a] 1 [rb if PaPTPh = POPTPTPb = 0. A Jordan triple system T will be called 
elementally prime if it has no nonzero elements which are q2-orthogonal. Just as for 
Jordan pairs (cf. Definition 1.2), it is easily seen that two orthogonal ideals of T are 
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elementwise q2-orthogonal, and the converse holds if T is nondegenerate. In particu- 
lar, an elementally prime Jordan triple system is strongly prime. 
Clearly, a] ( [b implies a] [b in (T, T) and, hence, conversely, the condition that T be 
elementally prime is weaker than requiring T to have no nonzero q-orthogonal 
elements which, by Theorem 1.10, is equivalent to (T, T) strongly prime. We will 
prove below (2.9) that strong primeness and elemental primeness are equivalent for 
Jordan triple systems. The following lemma, which is the elemental counterpart of 
Lemma 2.2, together with Theorem 1.10 shows that this is true at least when T is 
polarized. 
2.6. Lemma. A Jordan pair V is elementally prime if and only if the polarized Jordan 
triple system T = V + @ V is elementally prime. 
Proof. Let V be elementally prime and let a = a+ 0 a-, b = bf 0 b- E T be q2- 
orthogonal. Since T is polarized, PaPTPb = 0 implies Q(a”)Q(V-“)Q(b”) = 0. By 
elemental primeness of V, either a+ or b+ is zero, and either a- or b- is zero. Thus if 
both a+ # 0 # a- then b = 0. Now assume only one of a+ and a- is nonzero, say, 
u- = 0 # a+. Then b’ = 0. Again since T is polarized, the condition PaPTPTPh = 0 
implies Q(a’)Q(V-)Q(V’)Q(b-)V+ = 0. Thus for any c E Vf, 
Q(a+)QV)Q(QJ-)v- = Q(a+)Q(v-)QcQ(b-)Qcv~ 
c Q(a+)Q(V-)Q(V+)Q(b-)V+ = 0. 
By elemental primeness of V and a+ # 0 we obtain Q(V’) b- = 0, hence b- = 0 by 
[9, 1.41 since V is nondegenerate. 
Conversely, let T be elementally prime, and let a’, b” E V” be q-orthogonal. Then 
P(a”)PTP(bE) = Q(a”)Q(V-“)Q(b”)V-” = 0, and P(a”) PTPTP(bE) = 0 is automatic 
since T is polarized. Therefore, a’ and b” are q2-orthogonal, so one of them must be 
zero. This completes the proof. 0 
We next prove the triple version of Lemma 1.5. 
2.7. Lemma. In a nondegenerate Jordan triple system T, the relation a] I [b is symmet- 
ric, and implies 
P,P7PTb = PoPTLT,h = P,P, = P,b = P,,{TTb} = L,,, = 0. 
Proof. We will make use of Lemma 1.4 for the pair (T, T). Symmetry follows from 
Lemmas 1.5 and 1.4(a) for (J;f*) =(P,P,P,,P,,, P,P,P,P,), x, YET. If we set 
g = POPXPY we have 0 =f= gPb and hence g(b) = PaPXP,b = 0 by Lemma 1.4(b). 
Linearizing this with respect to y yields P,P T L T,b = 0. We also have PaPb = 0 since, 
for any XE T, P,P,x is trivial: P(P,P,x)T = PaP,PXPbP,T c PaPTPTPbT = 0. Now 
P,b = 0 follows from Lemma 1.4(b). For P, { TTbj = 0 we show that P, {byx} is trivial 
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for any x, y E T. Indeed, by JP21, 
p(Pa{k’+ = pap{b,x}pa 
= ~a(Wy~x + PxPyPb + L,,,PxL,,tl -WbPyx, 4)Po. 
The first term vanishes by POP,, = 0, the second by PaPTPTPb = 0, and the fourth is, by 
the linearization of JP3, PaP(PbPYx, x)P, = P(PaPbP,,x, P,x) = 0. This leaves the 
third term, on which we use JP12: 
P,(L,,,P&,,P, = PA-PA?,, + P({bYXI> X))LL’,bPo = 0 
because PoPTLT,b = 0. We finally have La,b = 0 since La,b~ = {abx) is trivial for any 
XE T: 
P( {abx)) = P,P,P, + P,P,P, + L,,bPaLb,x -P(P,P& a) = 0, 
by what we already proved and the symmetry of the relation a] 1 [b. 0 
2.8. Proposition. Let T be a Jordan triple system and K a nonzero ideal of T. 
(a) Zf a, b E K and T is nondegenerate then a] 1 CKb implies a] ( CTb. Hence, if T is 
elementally prime so is K. 
(b) Conversely, if K is elementally prime and T is a tight extension of K then T is 
elementally prime. Hence, if T is prime and K is elementally prime so is T. 
Proof. If a] 1 CKb then in particular a and b are q-orthogonal in the ideal (K, K) of 
(T, T), so they are q-orthogonal in (T, T) by Proposition 1.6(a). Hence PaPTPb = 0 
and it remains to show PaPTPTPb = 0. This will follow from Lemma 1.4(c) applied to 
f = P,P,P,P,, f * = P,P,P,P, as soon as we show f(K) = 0, for any x, y E T. Now 
use nondegeneracy: For all c E K, 
P(f (c)) T = PaPxPYP,PCP,PYPxPnT c P,PxPYP,PCPbK 
= P,(-P,P,Px + P{xyb} + WJ’,h, b)-LJ’&,,Pc~,~ 
c P,PbK + PaP.qPKPbK + P,L,,,P,L,,,P,P,K, 
where we used the identity JP21. Here the first two terms vanish by Lemma 2.7 since 
a and b are q2-orthogonal. On the last term we use JP12 and obtain 
P,(L,,,P,)L,,xP,P,K = PA-P&,x + P(jxybS, b))L,,xPAK 
c P,PbK + P,{KKb} = 0, 
again by Lemma 2.7. This proves (a). The proof of(b) follows the same lines as that of 
the corresponding statements in Proposition 1.6. The details are left to the reader. 0 
2.9. Theorem. A Jordan triple system is strongly prime if and only if it is elementally 
prime. 
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Proof. If a Jordan triple system T is elementally prime then it is strongly prime, as 
noted in Definition 2.5. Conversely, assume that T is strongly prime. There are two 
cases. 
Case 1: (T, T) is prime. Then it is elementally prime by Theorem 1.10, so a fortiori 
T is elementally prime. 
Case 2. (T, T) is not prime. Then by Lemma 2.4(b), T contains a nonzero polarized 
ideal L = I+ @ I-. By [ll] L inherits strong primeness, so by Lemma 2.2 the Jordan 
pair (I+, I-) is strongly prime as well. By Theorem 1.10 it is elementally prime, which 
implies L elementally prime by Lemma 2.6. Now Proposition 2.8(b) shows that T is 
elementally prime, as required. 0 
Notice how we reduce the problem in the triple case to the pair case by either going 
up to (T, T) or down to a polarized ideal, which again corresponds to a pair. 
3. Local algebras and strong primeness of Jordan systems 
3.1. We now study the relationship of strong primeness of a Jordan system and strong 
primeness of its local algebras and subquotients. Let V be a Jordan pair and let 
b E V/-. Then I’+ becomes a Jordan algebra Vi,, the homotope at b, with quadratic 
operators U,y = QxQby and squaring x2 = Qxb [7,1.9], and Kerb = {x E I/+: 
Qbx = QbQxb = 0) is an ideal of V& [7, 4.193. If I/ is nondegenerate then 
Ker b = Ker Qb [7, 4.201. The local algebra of V at b is V,’ = V&/Ker b. Local 
algebras at elements of I/+ are defined by switching the roles of + and -. See [S] for 
an exhaustive study of these algebras. 
Given an inner ideal N c I/-, the subquotient of I/ with respect to N [9] is the 
Jordan pair S = (V+/Ker N, N) where Ker N = {x E I’+ : QNx = QNQxN = O}. Sub- 
quotients with respect to inner ideals contained in I/+ are defined analogously. If 
b E N c V/-, then it is easy to see that the local algebras V,’ and S,’ are canonically 
isomorphic. 
The following theorem gives a positive answer to [9, 2.81. 
3.2. Theorem. The following conditions on a Jordan pair V are equivalent. 
(i) V is strongly prime; 
(ii) all local algebras of V at nonzero elements are strongly prime; 
(iii) V is nondegenerate and V,’ is strongly prime for all 0 # b E V-; 
(iv) V is nondegenerate and Vi is strongly prime for all 0 # a E I/+; 
(v) all nonzero subquotients of V are strongly prime; 
(vi) V is nondegenerate and all subquotients determined by nonzero inner ideals in V + 
are strongly prime; 
(vii) V is nondegenerate and all subquotients determined by nonzero inner ideals in V - 
are strongly prime. 
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Proof. (i) + (ii): Since V is strongly prime if and only if V“P is, it suffices to consider 
a local algebra J = V,‘. By Theorem 1.13 we are reduced to showing that J is 
elementally prime. Let x ++ X = x + Ker b denote the canonical homomorphism 
I/+ + J and assume X is q-orthogonal to j in J, i.e., CJfU, U, = 0. This implies 
Z= QxQhQ(J'+)QbQyQb~f = Kerb whence o=QbZ=Q(Qbx)Q(I/')Q(Qhy)V'. 
By elemental primeness of V (Theorem 1.10) we have either Qbx = 0 or Qby = 0, hence 
either x E Ker b or y E Ker b by nondegeneracy of V. This means either X = 0 or jj = 0, 
as desired. 
The implications (ii) * (iii) and (ii) * (iv) are evident. Let us prove (iii) 3 (i). We 
show that V has no nonzero orthogonal ideals. If I and L are orthogonal ideals of 
V then (I+ + Ker b)/Ker b and (L+ + Ker b)/Ker b are orthogonal ideals of Vl for 
any b E V-. Since all V,’ are prime we have either I+ c Kerb or L+ c Kerb for any 
b E V/-, hence either QbI+ = 0 or Q,,L+ = 0. Since V is nondegenerate, it follows from 
[ll. 1.73 that V- is contained in the union of the annihilators of I and L and therefore 
in one of them. If, for example, I/- is contained in the annihilator of I then 
Q(V-)Z’ = 0, hence I+ = 0 by [9, 1.41 since V is nondegenerate, and Z = 0 by 1 .l. 
This proves (iii) * (i), and (iv) +- (i) follows by passing to V Op. 
For the remaining implications, consider a subquotient S = (V+/Ker N, N) which 
inherits nondegeneracy from V by [9,2.2]. By applying the equivalence of(i) and (iii) 
to S in place of V and using V,’ = S,i for all b E N, as noted in 3.1, we see (i) + (vii). 
Now (i) * (vi) follows by passing to Vop, and therefore (i) + (v) holds as well. The 
implications (vi) + (i) and (vii) * (i) are clear since Ker V” = 0 by nondegeneracy 
[9, 1.41, so that V equals the subquotient determined by the inner ideal V”. Finally, if 
(v) holds then ( Vv+, V-/Ker V’) is in particular nondegenerate so that I/+ has no 
trivial elements. Similarly, neither does I/- so V is nondegenerate, and we have the 
missing implications (v) * (vi) and (v) * (vii). 0 
Applying this to the Jordan pair of a Jordan algebra, together with Lemma 1.12 and 
the fact that the local algebras of a Jordan algebra and its associated Jordan pair are 
obviously the same, we obtain the following result which contains [l, (4.1) (iii)]. 
3.3. Corollary. A Jordan algebra is strongly prime if and only if all its local algebras at 
nonzero elements are strongly prime. 
We consider next the local characterization of primeness for a Jordan triple system. 
Note that the case where the associated Jordan pair is prime is covered by Theorem 
3.2. To deal with the remaining case we need a lemma. 
3.4. Lemma. Let T be a strongly prime Jordan triple system with W = (T, T) not 
prime. Then W is a subdirect product of a strongly prime Jordan pair and its opposite. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4(b) W contains nonzero ideals Z = (If, I-) with Znl* = 0, 
equivalently, I+ nZ_ = 0. We use Zorn’s Lemma to find a maximal such ideal M. 
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Since M n M* = 0 the canonical map W -+ (W/M) 0 (W/M*) is injective, and clearly 
W/M* z ( W/M)OP. Thus it remains to show that V = W/M is strongly prime. To see 
that I/ is nondegenerate, let rad I/ = L/M be the lower radical of V. We claim that 
L+ n L- c rad T = 0. Indeed, let x E L+ n L-. For any m-sequence (Xi) in T begin- 
ning with x, we have two m-sequences xi + M” E V”, E = f, in I/, beginning with 
x + M”. By the characterization of the lower radical in terms of m-sequences [12], 
both of these must terminate. This allows us to find an no such that Xi E M+ n M- = 0 
for all i > no. Therefore, all m-sequences of T beginning with x terminate, which 
means x E rad T by the characterization of the lower radical mentioned above, and 
rad T = 0 by strong primeness. Since M is maximal with the property that 
M+nM = 0 we have L = M and hence rad V = 0. 
Next, we show any two nonzero ideals II/M and I,JM of V have nonzero 
intersection. Suppose to the contrary that Ii nZ2 c M. Then Jr = 
I, n 1: # 0 # Z2 nI,* = J2 (by maximality of M) are nonzero *-ideals of W and hence 
J,nJz#Oby*-primenessofW.But JlnJz=(IInZ2)n(~~nZ~)cMnM*=0, 
a contradiction. Now it follows that W/M is strongly prime and the proof is 
complete. 0 
3.5. Theorem Let T be a strongly prime Jordan triple system and W = (T, T). 
(a) If W is prime then all local algebras of T at nonzero elements are strongly prime. 
(b) If W is not prime then for any 0 # b E T, the local algebra Tb is either strongly 
prime or a subdirect product of two strongly prime Jordan algebras. Moreover, for all 
ideals I = (I+, I-) of W with I nl* = 0 (which always exist by Lemma 2.4(b)) and all 
0 # b E I”, the local algebra Tb is strongly prime. 
Proof. (a) is immediate from Theorem 3.2. 
(b) By Lemma 3.4 W is a subdirect product of two strongly prime Jordan pairs 
WI and Wz. Hence, the local algebras Tb = Wl are isomorphic to the subdirect 
product of local algebras of WI and Wz [S, 1.3.61, and these are strongly prime by 
Theorem 3.2 or zero. 
Now let I be an ideal with the properties stated above, let b E I- and denote by 
X = x + Ker b E J = Tb the canonical image of x E T. We show that J is elementally 
prime. If X and jj are q-orthogonal in J then Z = PxPbPTPbPyPb T c Ker b, hence 
0 = PbZ = P(Pbx)PrP(Pt,y)T. Now u = Pbx and u = Pby belong to I- since I- is 
in particular an inner ideal of T, and we have P,P(Z+)P,I+ = 0. Therefore, u is 
q-orthogonal to v in the Jordan pair I. Since I+ @ I- inherits strong primeness from 
T [l l] and hence I is elementally prime by Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.10, we conclude 
u = 0 or v = 0. By nondegeneracy, either X = 0 or jj = 0 so J is elementally prime. 
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